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Technical Study Area Green Belt Review

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As part of the emerging Local Plan process it is necessary for Local
Planning Authorities (LPA’s) to identify sufficient land to meet its
future housing requirement and other development needs. In the
case of Reigate and Banstead and Tandridge this means reviewing
potential capacity within Green Belt.
This assessment has been undertaken as part of the promotion

within the control of Thakeham Homes via various landowners.
The TAA straddles the two LPA’s, however only the eastern parcel
in Tandridge has been covered by assessment work.
The Reigate and Banstead review currently only looks at smaller
sites on the edges of settlements.

of the Redhill Aerodrome New Garden Community to help inform

The assessment work undertaken as part of the promotion was

the process of the emerging development layout through analysis

undertaken to identity how the TAA contributes to the purposes

the current and potential contribution of the aerodrome and wider

of Green Belt.

area to the Green Belt purpose. It does not consider the effect on

These are:

The proposals for a new settlement at Redhill Aerodrome will
homes. The development will be infrastructure led with a series



infrastructure including primary schools and a secondary school,



Further assessment of the landscape and visual constraints
undertaken as part of the TAA capacity assessment (DLA
1748.LVA&CAP.RPT.09 Rev C) resulted in the further
refinement of the areas which culminated in the potential
areas for further investigation.
Tandridge contains approximately 23227ha of Green Belt.
The assessment identified a potential aprox.188ha to be
Tandridge Green Belt.
Reigate and Banstead Green Belt extends to approximately
8828ha of which the identified 137ha equates to 1.6% of
the total (of which 0.9% is the East Surrey Hospital Site the
Major Existing Development Site).

To assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment;

healthcare, new mixed use employment and retail centres,
expansion of East Surrey Hospital, dedicated air ambulance

To prevent neighbouring towns merging into one
another;

of neighbourhoods, a new junction onto the M23 connected
to the A23 by a east/west strategic link road, new community

To check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up
areas;

create a new Garden Community of approximately 6,500 new

new settlement at the aerodrome.

investigated for removal. This equates to 0.8% of the total

‘openness’ which will be considered at a later stage.


is serves to the surrounding settlements, including with a



landing and storage space. Alongside the built development of

To preserve the setting and special character of
historic towns; and

the Garden Community will be substantial areas of green public
open space, biodiversity and habitats enhancement with provision
of new sustainable urban drainage systems.
The study area

extends slightly beyond the Technical Area



To assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the
recycling of derelict and other land.

The first four bullets are tested within both the LPA’s

of Assessment (TAA) used by the other Design Technical

assessments.

Consultants. This has been considered to provide consistency

The fifth point is not assessed by either methodologies.

with the defensible boundaries and parcels identified within this

This can not be tested until the availability and viability of

assessment and TAA capacity assessment (DLA 1748.LVA&CAP.

brownfield sites become known as part of the emerging

RPT.09 Rev C).

Local Plan process.

The assessment was undertaken to assess areas within the TAA

The findings culminated in the identification of several

that could potentially be removed for development whilst retaining

parcels that could be considered either whole or in part for

the integrity of the policy’s protection. The TAA is defined by land

release whilst retaining others to maintain the protection

Technical Assessment Area Green Belt Strategy
For a full size version refer to Figure 09.
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1

PURPOSE

1.0.1

This report has been prepared to inform the
design and planning process relating to Green
Belt within the technical study area identified for
the proposed development in and around Redhill
Aerodrome.

1.0.2

This document should be read in conjunction with
report: DLA.1748.GBA&RB.RPT.07 which has been
produced to provide a unified approach between
the two council’s Green Belt assessments.

It

considers an integrated assessment methodology
and applies general principles set out within
the NPPF and PPG2 and is subject to further
discussions between the two LPAs.

1.0.3

The Technical Assessment Area straddles the two
LPS’s. The eastern section lies within Tandridge
Green Belt Parcel GBA029. Reigate have not yet
allocated parcels but the above DLA report has
defined the western section of the site within
RB03.

1.0.4

This document has been prepared to identify
local defensible parcels within the larger Technical
Assessment Area and evaluate their value and
contribution to Green Belt purpose and does not
take into consideration the LPA boundary as a
defensible boundary rather seeks to provide an
overriding assessment using well defined physical
defensible boundaries.
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Figure 01 - Tandridge and Reigate & Banstead Green Belt

Technical Study Area Green Belt Review

1.0.5

The initial approach to the assessment has been

1.0.9

The Tandridge Green Belt Assessment however

to identify a series of parcels within the Technical

identified on Figure 01 on the previous page.

Study Area utilising the defensible boundary
methodology set out within the two LPA’s Green

1.0.10



1-4:
To check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up
areas;



To prevent neighbouring towns merging into one


To assist in safeguarding the countryside from



1.0.6



To preserve the setting and special character of
historic towns.

1.0.11

the protection of the Green Belt purposes and

1.0.8

Green Belt Reviews have been undertaken by

Tandridge District Council Green Belt Assessment

Tandridge District Council Green Belt Assessment

Tandridge District Council Green Belt Methodology

The report has been set out to provide the
following


Belt.

1.0.7

be permanent,’.

series of site visits.

also potential areas that could be considered for
removal without affecting the integrity of the Green

features that are readily recognisable and likely to

June 2016 (RBGBR);

This report is based on desktop research and a

1.0.12

and paragraph 85 of the NPPF which identify that

Plan (Regulation 18 Stage ) Green Belt Review -

– June 2015.

Using this criteria has enabled the identification
of areas that either are considered integral to

principles set out within PPG2 (see Table 1 below)
boundaries should be defined using ‘physical

Part 2 – October 2016; and

encroachment; and

Section 2 - Determination of potential Green Belt

Table 1 - Reigate and Banstead Green Belt Boundary Strengths

Strong boundaries

Section 3 - Identification of the contribution of each

both Tandridge and Reigate & Banstead Council

parcel to purposes 1- 4 of Green Belt, including an

to inform the evidence base to their Local Plans.

overall priory for protection plan.

Vegetation - dense tree
belts, protected woodlands
and hedgerows
Man-made - motorways,
major distributor roads,
railway lines, established
building lines/curtilage
boundaries

2.0.2

Vegetation - sparse or
intermittent tree belts,
unprotected woodland and
hedgerows, field boundaries

In addition, the land included within the parcels
should be of similar character and land use.

2.0.3

This exercise was carried out using Ordnance
Survey maps, the Reigate and Banstead Local
Plan

proposals

map,

Google

Earth,

aerial

photography and site visits.

The Reigate and Banstead Green Belt Review
solely focused on a series of parcels adjoining

Weaker Boundaries

Prominent Landscape
Man made - intermittent
Features - valley, ridgelines, or unclear settlement
steep hills, etc
boundaries, private/unmade
roads or tracks, power lines,
Water Courses - Rivers,
fencing
streams, canals, etc

parcels within the Technical Assessment Area;


The definition of the parcels has been tested

Reigate and Banstead Development Management

Part 1 – December 2015;

another;


IDENTIFICATION OF PARCELS

against both LPA’s methodologies and the guiding

following resources:

considered against its contribution to purposes



2.0.1

This document has been collated using the

Belt Assessments. Each parcel has then been



2

covers the whole of the district. Both areas are

2.0.4

This approach is considered broadly consistent

existing built-up areas to identify sustainable

with Stage 1 of the Tandridge methodology (June

urban extensions within the Core Strategy.

2015).

The methodology further divides the

strong boundaries into the following tiers:
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Priority Features - Railway Lines and A Roads;



Secondary Features - B Roads; and



Tertiary - Other physical features.

2.0.5

Figure 02 identifies the parcel boundaries that
were considered as part of this process. This
figure should be read in conjunction with the
tables in Appendix 1 which provide a narrative for
the parcel boundaries.

Figure 02 - Study Area Proposed Parcels
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3

CONTRIBUTION TO PURPOSES

3.1

3.1.4

Methodology Overview
IDENTIFICATION OF CONTRIBUTION TO
INDIVIDUAL PURPOSES

3.1.1

Both the TGBR and the RBGBR have assessed





Higher importance;



Moderate Importance; and



Lower importance.

3.1.5

to the wider parcels within Reigate and Banstead,

contribution to each of the following purposes.

however the quantitative and qualitative aspects
appear fairly consistent.

Purpose 1 - To Check the unrestricted sprawl of

3.1.6

Purpose 2 – To prevent neighbouring towns

3.1.2

countryside from encroachment.

been made through reassessment of the desk top

Purpose 4 – To preserve the setting and special

3.1.3

3.1.8

tables 02 - 05) and adapted to provide a consistent
approach across the methodologies that are

TGBR.

The

Reigate

and

Banstead

Core

Strategy

examination process identified that whilst urban
areas should be a primary consideration, the
release of Green Belt to accommodate the council’s
future housing needs should be considered.
Therefore Purpose 5 was subsequently given a
value of 1.

3.1.12

The Tandridge methodology does not assess
Purpose 5 and includes a caveat that this will be
investigated on a case by case basis.

Parcels Contribution to Purposes

Reigate and Banstead have used a simple

3.2.1

The following Plans and tables summarises the
parcels contribution to the first four purposes set
out in Appendix 1.

have been compiled as part of this appraisal (see

and the conclusions and description given in the

3.1.11

3.2

cumulative scoring system:

questions to aid the assessment. These questions

scores have been interpolated from the RBGBR

compromise their viability?’.

parcel the following method has been used.

Both methodologies have provided a series of

relevant to the wider parcels. The contribution

away from urban regeneration opportunities or

In order to provide an overall scoring of each

All Green Belt land fulfils Purpose 5 – To assist in
of derelict and other urban land.

directly or indirectly divert development interest

question scores to provide a value.

3.1.7

The appraisal consideration for Purpose 5 was
described as ‘Would releasing a parcel of land

such as ‘effective’ or ‘successful’. Where this
has been the case a professional judgement has

urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling

3.1.10

always clearly defined and often uses terminology

Purpose 3 – To assist in safeguarding the

character of historic towns.

approach did not alter the final results.

as to the contribution of the parcel, this is not

analysis, Green Belt Review, aerial imagery and


the final scoring and it was concluded that this

Whilst the TGBR does give some clear definition

merging into one another.


of using this value were reassessed following

As previously described this has not been applied

their identified parcels against their integrity and

large built up areas.


Both assessments provide an indicative rating of:

3.1.9



Lower = 1



Moderate = 2; and



Higher = 3.
A score of 1 has also been applied to parcels that
are not considered to contribute to the purpose
as this equates to a lower value. The implications
Page | 5
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Figure 03 - Contribution to Purpose 1

Technical Study Area Green Belt Review

Tandridge,
Table
2

Reigate and Banstead Green Belt Review

June 2016

DECISION AIDING CRITERIA FOR PURPOSE 1- To check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas
Factor
1A. Does the parcel
protect open land which is
contiguous or close to
larger towns?
Does the parcel play a
role in preventing ribbon
development and noncompact development?
1B. Are there clear and
robust boundaries to
contain development and
prevent long term sprawl?
Would sprawl be stopped
by other barriers other
than land within the Green
Belt?

1C. What are the
characteristics of
development – if any?
Has this altered
significantly since the
designation of Green Belt?

Criteria
How well contained is the parcel?
Not Contained - Little of the parcel is contiguous with the existing urban boundary – therefore the
majority of the parcel is largely detached and poorly related to the existing urban boundary.
Partially Contained – minimum of 30% of the parcel boundary contiguous with the existing urban area
– parcel has an appreciable relationship with the urban area
Well contained – minimum of 65% contiguous with the existing urban boundary. Parcel feels
enclosed and well related to the existing urban area.

What is the strength of the boundaries of the settlement?
Weak – boundaries of the parcel are predominantly formed by features identified as weak (Table 1 of
the methodology - man-made – intermittent or unclear settlement boundaries, private/unmade roads
or tracks, power lines, fencing or vegetation - sparse or intermittent tree belts, unprotected woodland
and hedgerows, field boundaries).
Average – boundaries partially formed by features classified as strong (Table 1 of the methodology)
or intermittently change between strong and weak boundaries.
Strong – boundaries of the parcel are predominantly formed by features identified as strong (Table 1
of the methodology Prominent landscape features – valley, ridgelines, steep hills, Watercourses –
rivers, streams, canal etc - vegetation – dense tree belts, protected woodland and hedgerows – Manmade – motorways, major distributor roads, railway lines, established building lines, curtilage
boundaries. Also includes defined settlement boundaries on the Local Plan map..
What are the characteristics of the development? – the effectiveness of the boundary
Weak – Indistinct, blurred boundary along the settlement edge, notable ad hoc infilling and sporadic
development, appears unplanned
Average – some definition of settlement boundary with limited areas of seemingly ‘unplanned’
development.
Strong – Clearly defined physical boundary along the settlement edge – notably planned
development,

Indicative Rating –
Contribution to Purpose 1
Higher
Moderate
Lower

Higher

Moderate
Lower

Lower
Moderate
Higher



Questions taken from Tandridge Local Plan Green Belt Assessment Methodology June 2015 and the Reigate and Banstead Development Management Plan (Regulation 18 Stage) Green Belt REVIEW
June 2016.
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Figure 04 - Contribution to Purpose 2
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Tandridge, Reigate and Banstead Green Belt Review
June 2016

Table 3

DECISION AIDING CRITERIA FOR PURPOSE 2 – To prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another
Factor

Criteria

2A. Does the parcel
protect open land which is
contiguous or close to
larger towns?

How critical is the settlement separation?
Essential Gap – Would removal of part of the parcel result in a merging of settlements
Narrow Gap – Removal of part of the parcel for development would result in a narrowing of the gap
between settlement
Wide Gap – Removal of the parcel from the Green Belt would have no effect on the perceived closure
of settlement gap

2B. How does the gap
visually or physically
contribute to the
separation of settlements?

Can you see any neighbouring settlement ‘on the ground’?
Open – Open views between the areas of settlement
Partial – Intervening woodland and buildings provide some screening/filtering of views between the
settlements
Screened – No inter-visibility between the settlements, screened by topography, vegetation or built
form.

Indicative Rating –
Contribution to Purpose 2
Higher
Moderate
Lower

Higher
Moderate
Lower

Questions taken from Tandridge Local Plan Green Belt Assessment Methodology June 2015 and the Reigate and Banstead Development Management Plan (Regulation 18 Stage) Green Belt REVIEW
June 2016.
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Figure 05 - Contribution to Purpose 3
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Tandridge, Reigate and Banstead Green Belt Review
2016

Table
4
June

DECISION AIDING CRITERIA FOR PURPOSE 3 – To assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment
Factor
3A. Is the parcel largely
open and rural in
character?

3B. Where buildings do
exist within the
countryside are they
considered appropriate
development?

3C. Are there strong
boundaries which would
prevent physical or visual
encroachment in the long
term?

Criteria
What degree of built form or other urbanising influences are there in the parcel?
Undeveloped – Less than 10% of the parcel is covered by built or urban form, largely perceived as
‘open’ rural landscape
Largely undeveloped – up to 25% of the parcel is covered by built or urban form or development is
screened or assimilated into the existing vegetation framework (reducing effects on perceived
openness/rurality)
Partially developed – more than 25% of the parcel is covered by built or urban form – notably
impacts on overall perception of openness and rurality
What Type of Development exists within the area?
Appropriate - Buildings that are not considered inappropriate in Green Belt (NPPF Para 89) i.e.
agricultural, equine or forestry, and may not be considered out of scale, size and place and/or
contribute to the character of the area.
Mixed – a majority of appropriate development but with some notable departures from the NPPF.
Inappropriate – development not included within the NPPF that has occurred since the defining of
the Green Belt, potentially permitted through special circumstances. Development scale and size
is notable.
What is the strength of the physical and visual boundaries between settlement?
Weak – boundaries of the parcel are predominantly formed by features identified as weak (Table 1
of the methodology - man-made – intermittent or unclear settlement boundaries, private/unmade
roads or tracks, power lines, fencing or vegetation - sparse or intermittent tree belts, unprotected
woodland and hedgerows, field boundaries).
Average – boundaries partially formed by features classified as strong (Table 1 of the methodology)
or intermittently change between strong and weak boundaries.
Strong – boundaries of the parcel are predominantly formed by features identified as strong (Table
1 of the methodology Prominent landscape features – valley, ridgelines, steep hills, Watercourses –
rivers, streams, canal etc - vegetation – dense tree belts, protected woodland and hedgerows –
Man-made – motorways, major distributor roads, railway lines, established building lines, curtilage
boundaries.

Indicative Rating –
Contribution to Purpose 3
Higher
Moderate
Lower
Higher
Moderate
Lower

Higher

Moderate
Lower






Questions taken from Tandridge Local Plan Green Belt Assessment Methodology June 2015 and the Reigate and Banstead Development Management Plan (Regulation 18 Stage) Green Belt REVIEW
June 2016.
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Figure 06 - Contribution to Purpose 4
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Tandridge, Reigate and Banstead Green Belt Review
2016

Table
5
June

DECISION AIDING CRITERIA FOR PURPOSE 4 – To preserve the setting and special character of historic towns
Factor

Criteria

4A. Is the open nature of
the parcel an important
part of the wider setting of
a heritage asset?

What role does the parcel play in conserving heritage setting or historic character?
Integral – the openness and character of the wider parcel is clearly related – and contributes
significantly to the setting of Reigate town or Conservation Areas
Largely undeveloped the openness and character of the parcel contributes to some extent to
the setting of Reigate town or contributes significantly to the setting of other assets
Limited – the parcel plays a limited or localised role in conserving historic character or setting

4B. Is there a visual or
physical link between the
parcel and the heritage
asset?

Indicative Rating –
Contribution to Purpose 4
Higher
Moderate
Lower

Are there important views between the historic asset and the parcel?
Important – clear views towards the setting or asset which form part of the experiences

Higher

Limited - Forms part of the visual setting and experiences

Moderate

Negligible– there is little or no visibility between the asset and the parcel

Lower







Questions taken from Tandridge Local Plan Green Belt Assessment Methodology June 2015 and the Reigate and Banstead Development Management Plan (Regulation 18 Stage) Green Belt REVIEW
June 2016.
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OVERALL CONTRIBUTION/PRIORITY FOR
PROTECTION

3.2.2

3.2.6

a cumulative scoring system.

Both Tandridge and Reigate & Banstead have
set out methodologies to interpolate all of the
purposes to provide an overall contribution plan
or priority for continual Green Belt Protection.
Whilst these methodologies have fundamental
differences, the overriding aim is to illustrate how

3.2.3

3.2.7

Moderate Contribution = 2; and



Higher Contribution = 3.
A score of 1 has also been applied to parcels that
as this equates to a lower value. The implications

system to identity the five tiers of contribution.

of using this value were reassessed following
the final scoring and it was concluded that this
approach did not alter the final results.

3.2.8

scores to contribution have been used.

uses three shades of green as follows:
Dark green - the parcel demonstrably serves
the purpose in a clear and obvious way and to a
greater extent.
Mid green - The parcel certainly serves the
purpose, but to a lesser extent.
Light green - The parcel serves the purpose to

Using the results set out within Tables 6 and 7 of
the Reigate and Banstead review the following

The colour layering system applied by Tandridge





than the number of purposes it contributes to.

approach whilst the RBGBR utilises a scoring



Lesser Contribution = 1

are not considered to contribute to the purpose

the levels of contribution through a colour coded





effectively the parcel serves the Green Belt rather

The main difference is that the TGBR identifies

3.2.4

The Reigate and Banstead Plan is produced using

Table 6 - Reigate and Banstead Priority for Protection Scoring
Cumulative Purpose
Scores

Priority for Protection
Score

0-6

5 - Lowest Lightest Blue

7

4

8

3

9

2

10+

1 - Highest

little or no extent, or is not applicable.

3.2.5

To identify the effectiveness of the parcel and
the extent to which it serves each purpose. The
various shades of green for each purpose are
then overlaid to result in an overall shade that
represents its level of contribution.
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3.2.9

These two plans have been produced in Figures
07 & 08.

Technical Study Area Green Belt Review

Figure 07 - Contribution to Purposes - Tandridge Methodology

Figure 08 - Priority for Protection - Reigate and Banstead Methodology
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of the south of the parcel to provide development

4

potential using topography and new planting to

POTENTIAL TECHNICAL STUDY
AREA GREEN BELT STRATEGY

4.2.9

to the south to be interspersed amongst the

create defensible Green Belt boundaries.

vegetated boundaries. It is considered that as
with G the western most section of the parcel is

PARCEL E

4.2.1

The following text should be read in-conjunction

4.2.5

development at the aerodrome would significantly

parcels that are identified to provide between

increase its value and sensitivity and should be

Medium/High and Scores 1-3 will need careful
removal of some areas from Green Belt – this

4.2.2

4.2.6

development will be within the existing Low

not considered for development.

Green Belt sensitivity areas such as Parcel G. The

proposed

road

will

provide

the

development. This raises the current Low Green
Belt Value to Medium for this northern section. The
remainder of the parcel can be removed with the
loss to Purpose 3 (Safeguarding the Countryside)
only.

be considered in culmination with surrounding
parcels to eliminate any reduction in the overall

an expansion of Whitebushes in the southwest
corner of the parcel. The sensitivity and value of

effectiveness of the wider Technical Parcel.

4.2.7

PARCEL F

4.2.11

Initial assessment of the parcel identified that
the north and south sections contained existing

As such it is considered that the western most

residential development and are not included

boundary of parcel G along Masons Bridge

within the TAA. Therefore they will not be required

Road is retained as Green Belt to preserve

for removal as part of the strategic allocation. The

potential effectiveness against Purpose 2 and any

northern section of the TAA is considered visually

culmination with development to the west. The

sensitive due to its elevated nature and its role

remainder of the Parcel will then only contribute

as a backdrop to views from the south and from

to Purpose 3 and reduce its Green Belt value and

the National Trail that runs along the northern

sensitivity further.

perimeter. It has therefore it has been excluded

New and existing field boundaries will be

at this stage albeit not for Green Belt purposes.

notable visual skylines within local and middle-

reinforced to form a strong defensible boundary

It is possible that through careful design and

distance views and are therefore considered

and landscape buffer along Masons Bridge Road.

mitigation some development could come forward

the remaining areas contribution to Purpose 2
will significantly increase due to it separating the
Whitebushes extension, development in parcel
K (East Surrey Hospital Site) and the proposed
development in D and G.
PARCEL D
Whilst not contributing strongly to purposes 1 4, the elevated ridgelines within the Parcel form

visually sensitive. There is scope for some areas
Page | 16

2 between South Nutfield and the proposed

its current Green Belt Purposes but will need to

opportunity for a strong defensible boundary to

4.2.4

be retained as Green Belt to protect Purpose

development of the parcel in itself will not alter
new

The section of the parcel to the north of the
proposed road alignment is recommended to

It is considered that the majority of any proposed

Parcel A lies outside of the TAA and is therefore

The

4.2.10

PARCELS G & I

PARCEL C

4.2.3

PARCEL H

protected as part of any Green Belt considerations.

consideration and further design detail to justify
equates to Parcels A, B, C, and J.

retained as landscape buffer.

This currently has a Medium/Low Contribution to
Green Belt Purposes, however the introduction of

with Figure 09 opposite. As an initial caveat, all

Parcel affords a suitable extension for development

4.2.8

at a later stage of the process.

Technical Study Area Green Belt Review

4.2.12

Whilst these do not relate to Green Belt purposes
they are considered notable constraints in
themselves and therfore

Potential mitigation for

development and the new junction would create
strongly defensible boundaries and therefore
justification for the reduced parcel.
PARCEL K

4.2.13

This encompasses the East Surrey Hospital
Grounds. The parcel is currently identified as
having a Low/Medium Green Belt Purpose and
Sensitivity. Removal of the parcel as a whole could
erode the current gaps between Earlswood and
Whitebushes. Removal of the area to the east of
the hospital would still retain the effectiveness
of the remainder of the Parcel. There is also
removal through VSC and major developed sites
to consider.
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Figure 09 - Technical Assessment Area Green Belt Strategy

Technical Study Area Green Belt Review

APPENDIX 1
PARCEL BOUNDARIES

APPENDIX 1 - Parcel Boundaries

Technical Study Area Green Belt Review
APPENDIX 1 - Parcel Defensible Boundary Descriptions (Refer to Figure 02)

Parcel

Boundaries

Boundary Strength

Character

A

The northern edge of the parcel is defined in part
by Earlswood and Oaklands Park, a small cluster of
residential properties providing care for the elderly.
Redhill Brook forms the southern boundary, whereas
the west and eastern boundary is defined by the
railway line.

RBGBR - considered Strong

The parcel remains largely undeveloped and compromises irregular shaped
fields intersected by a local road and a farm track. Allotments are situated in
the western extent of the parcel between the railway line and Princes Road.
Redhill Brook crosses the site creating a small wet woodland area.

Redhill Brook forms the northern boundary, whereas a
combination of the railway line and Clay Lane form the
eastern boundary to the parcel with the Canadian Road
running along the entirety of the southern boundary.
Royal Earlswood Park lies immediately west of the
parcel where the associated vegetation forms the
western boundary.

RBGBR - considered Strong with the exception
of sections of the Canadian Road not covered
by vegetation planting

The parcel is undeveloped and comprises open countryside. A farmstead lies
on the eastern extent connecting to Clay Lane and a small single residential
property is situated central to the parcel.

TGBR - Primary, Secondary and Tertiary
Features

Designations – A small section of woodland adjacent to the southern
boundary and the woodland along the majority of the western boundary are
designated as Ancient Woodland.

The Canadian Road forms the northern extent of the
parcel, with a hedgerow and a woodland belt running
along the eastern boundary. Kings Mill Lane runs along
the entirety of the southern boundary, with the western
boundary formed by a combination of Mason’s Bridge
Road and mature woodland adjacent to The East
Surrey Hospital.

RBGBR - considered Strong with the exception
of the hedgerow to the east

The parcel is largely undeveloped comprising large regular shaped
agricultural fields served by Robin Cooks Farm, Staplehurst Farm and
Hazelhurst Farm.

B

C

D

TGBR - Primary, Secondary and Tertiary
Features

Designations - There are no designations identified within the parcel.

TGBR - Secondary and Tertiary Features

The Canadian Road forms the northern boundary of the RBGBR - considered Strong with the exception
parcel and Kings Mill Lane to the east and south. The
of the hedgerow to the west
western boundary is the same as Parcel C’s eastern
boundary, made up of a combination of a hedgerow
TGBR - Secondary and Tertiary Features
and mature woodland.

Designations – Two Listed Buildings are located within the farm developments
central to the parcel. A Traditional Orchard is situated in the southern most
point of the site and the woodland along the western boundary is designated
as Ancient Woodland.
The parcel remains largely undeveloped with a small industrial unit along the
eastern boundary denoting the only built form. Central to the parcel are two
large agricultural fields, whereas to the north the fields are notably smaller and
irregularly shaped.
Designations – A small section of Ancient Woodland can be found in the
southeastern corner of the parcel.

E

Kings Cross Lane runs along the entirety of the
northern boundary to the parcel, with Crab Hill Road
to the east. The southern and western boundaries are
formed by Redhill Brook as it meanders southeast
towards Crab Hill Lane.

RBGBR - considered Strong
TGBR - Secondary and Tertiary Features

The parcel is interspersed with occasional built form, mostly comprising small
clusters of residential development. Larger development can be found to
the east and north of the parcel, most notably South Nutfield Church and an
industrial unit respectively.
Designations – The parcel contains 1 Listed Building to the north and 2
located centrally. A Traditional Orchard can be found adjacent to Hale Farm in
the centre of the parcel.
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APPENDIX 1 - Parcel Defensible Boundary Descriptions (Refer to Figure 02)

Parcel

Boundaries

Boundary Strength

Character

F

Cooper’s Hill Road runs along the northern and eastern
boundary and Crab Hill Lane delineates the southern
boundary. The M23 runs in a north x south direction
along the entirety of the western boundary.

RBGBR - considered Strong

Due to the long linear nature of the parcel, fields are largely narrow in shape
and are defined by hedgerows. The northern tip contains a number of
residential properties and mature woodland which is replicated in the southern
extent of the parcel. A large farmstead can also be found in the southern
section of the parcel, which includes motorbike tracks.

TGBR - Primary, Secondary and Tertiary
Features

Designations – A section of Ancient Woodland lies in the northern extent of the
parcel and a small Traditional Orchard can be found to the east adjacent to
Cooper’s Hill Road.
G

The northern boundary is defined by a combination of
Kings Mill Lane and Redhill Brook. Crab Hill Lane forms
the eastern boundary and the parcel is defined to the
south by Salfords Stream. Honeycrock Lane defines
the western extent of the parcel.

RBGBR - considered Strong
TGBR - Secondary and Tertiary Features

The parcel is dominated by Redhill Aerodrome which contains a number of
grass runways and associated hangars, this has resulted in the topography of
the parcel forming a local plateau. Small clusters of residential development
can be found along the western and northern boundaries along with a group
of large industrial units in the northern corner.
Designations – There are two Listed Buildings in the northern edge of the
parcel.

H

A mature woodland belt runs along the northern
boundary of Parcel H. The M23 and Crab Hill Lane
make up the remainder of the boundaries to the east,
south and west.

RBGBR - considered Strong
TGBR - Primary, Secondary and Tertiary
Features

This parcel is made up of small, regular shaped fields defined by mature
hedgerows and treebelts. Occasional residential development can be found
along the western boundary on Crab Hill Lane, which also includes a tennis
centre to the south.
Designations – Crab Hill Farm House is a Listed Building in the northwestern
corner, adjacent to a small area of Ancient Woodland on the northern
boundary.

I

Salfords Stream runs along the northern boundary
RBGBR - considered Strong
of this parcel and the M23 forms the majority of the
eastern boundary with a small section of Crab Hill Lane. TGBR - Secondary and Tertiary Features
The southern and western boundaries are formed by
Green Lane, Axes Lane and Mason’s Bridge Road.

The parcel contains a large amount of mature woodland, treebelts and
hedgerows which follow small watercourses connecting to Salfords Steam.
They generally run in a north x south direction across the length of the parcel.
As a result, fields are small in size and a combination of regular and irregular
in shape. Development can be found mostly in the western section of the
parcel, however this is limited to a small number of residential properties and
an industrial estate in the southwestern corner. A sewage works lies in the
northeastern corner of the parcel.
Designations – A large section of Ancient Woodland can be found in the
southeastern corner of the parcel adjacent to a Listed Building at South Hale
Farm.
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APPENDIX 1 - Parcel Defensible Boundary Descriptions (Refer to Figure 02)

Parcel

Boundaries

Boundary Strength

Character

J

The southern extent of Whitebushes forms the northern
boundary to the parcel. Mason’s Bridge Road and
Honeycrock Lane lie to the east and south respectively.
The railway line and a mature woodland belt form the
western boundary.

RBGBR - considered Strong

The parcel is intersected by Salfords Stream which continues in an east x west
direction across the site. Dean Farm is located in the centre of the parcel and
is surrounded by a number of medium sized arable fields. Small clusters of
residential properties are located to the south along Honeycrock Lane. Large
sections of woodland can be found on the northern and western boundaries.

TGBR - Primary, Secondary and Tertiary
Features

Designations – A number of Listed Buildings are located within Dean Farm
and a small section Ancient Woodland lies in the northeastern corner. A small
Traditional Orchard can be found in the southwestern corner.
K

The parcels northern boundary is defined in part by
Asylum Arch Road but mostly by a mature treebelt on
the northern extent of the Royal Earlswood Park. This
treebelt continues along the eastern boundary, whilst
the southern extent of the parcel borders Whitebushes.
The western boundary is formed by the railway line.

RBGBR - considered Strong
TGBR - Primary, Secondary and Tertiary
Features

The parcel is dominated by the East Surrey Hospital and Royal Earlswood
Park. A golf centre can be found between the two clusters of buildings which
includes a driving range and par three course.
Designations – A number of Listed Buildings can be found on the former
hospital site which have been retained as part of Royal Earlswood Park. A
small section of Ancient Woodland lies in the southeastern corner adjacent
to the hospital. A large swathe of Open Access Land/SNCI forms a belt to the
south and west of the hospital.
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Parcel

Purpose 1

Purpose 2

Purpose 3

Purpose 4

Purpose 5

Check unrestricted
sprawl

Prevent merging of
neighbouring towns/
villages

Safeguard the
countryside

Preserve

Urban regeneration

1A

1B

1C

2A

2B

3A

Overall
Parcel Score

3C

4A

No of

Protection

Purposes

5 - lowest

Protects the historic
setting and character

3B

Priority for

Purpose

1 - highest

1-4 Only

2

3

4B

A
2

Overall

3

2

No Contribution (1)

Score
Notes

The parcel forms a check
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a

development
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which
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being limited to a small
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the
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the settlement boundary

inter-visibility
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Earlswood and Royal
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Close, Earlswood. The

Earlswood

as

open

landscape.

parcel is well contained

Development

to the north by Earlswood

western extent of the consist

with an ad hoc settlement

parcel

pattern

in

to

the

east

the

Park.

to the setting of any
historic features.

the Uses within the parcel

of

would

9

development The parcel does not

to

screens

well-defined

outside gap

Due

1

result

merging

of
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a

of

allotments,

pitches

small

around the Care Centre.

Earlswood and Royal

residential

Whilst development in

Earlswood Park.

The

and

number

of

properties.

boundaries

are

Earlswood is defined by

effective

in

screening

the road, the boundary

development

around

to the Care Centre is less

Earlswood

effective at containing

Earlswood Park, however

sprawl due to minimal

they are less established
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to the east around the

and
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Care Centre.
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Parcel

Purpose 1

Purpose 2

Purpose 3

Purpose 4

Purpose 5

Check unrestricted
sprawl

Prevent merging of
neighbouring towns/
villages

Safeguard the
countryside

Preserve

Urban regeneration

1A

1B

1C

2A

2B

3A

3B

Overall
Parcel Score

4A

No of

Protection

Purposes

5 - lowest

Protects the historic
setting and character

3C

Priority for

Purpose

1 - highest

1-4 Only

3

3

4B

B
2

2

The western corner of the

Removal of the parcel

The

parcel is contiguous with

from Green Belt would

largely undeveloped with contain any heritage

development at Royal

reduce the gap between small isolated properties

assets or contribute

Earlswood Park, however

Royal Earlswood Park

and farmsteads to the

to the setting of any

the remainder of the

and

east.

historic features.

parcel is detached from

intervening

Overall

2

No Contribution (1)

Score
Notes

Nutfield.

any other development. and

The
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topography

parcel

Boundaries

existing
at

remains

Royal

to

Park are typically strong

Earlswood

are

opportunities for inter-

and

considered strong and

visibility between Royal

treebelts which form a

form a well-defined edge

Earlswood

distinct physical feature.

to the development.

Nutfield.

and

The parcel does not

Earlswood

within the parcel limits

Park

8

development

Boundaries around Royal
Park

1

comprise

mature
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Parcel

Purpose 1

Purpose 2

Check unrestricted
sprawl

1A

1B

Purpose 3

Prevent merging of
neighbouring towns/
villages

1C

2A

2B

Safeguard the
countryside

3A

Purpose 5

Purpose 4
Preserve

Urban regeneration

Overall
Parcel Score

3C

4A

No of

Protection

Purposes

5 - lowest

Protects the historic
setting and character

3B

Priority for

Purpose

1 - highest

1-4 Only

3

3

4B

C
2

2

The western extent of the

Removal of the eastern

A

boundary is contiguous

section of the parcel

farmsteads

with

on

from Green Belt would

residential

of

result in the narrowing

lie

Mason’s Bridge Road,

of the gap between

however it is generally

contribute

however the majority of

Whitebushes

considered

be

setting of any historic

the parcel is detached

Nutfield. This elevated

rural.

Bridge

features, therefore it

from the urban boundary

section is considered

Road and the mature

does not contribute to

and does not relate to

higher sensitivity and

woodland adjacent to

this purpose.

any

any development would The East Surrey Hospital

Overall

2

No Contribution (1)
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Notes

the

Whitebushes
opposite

other

side

settlement.

and
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within

number

Although the parcel
contains two Listed

properties
the
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to

Mason’s

Mason’s Bridge Road

be visible from Nutfield

both

and the mature woodland
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boundary to the existing

around
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settlement.
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hospital

form
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a

Buildings,
not
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to

1

8
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to
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strong

provide a strong physical
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parcel.
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Parcel

Purpose 1

Purpose 2

Check unrestricted
sprawl

D
Overall

1A

1B

N/A

N/A

1C

Purpose 3

Prevent merging of
neighbouring towns/
villages

2A

2B

Purpose 4

Safeguard the
countryside

3A

3B

Preserve

Urban regeneration

3C

N/A

4A

No of

Protection

Purposes

5 - lowest

Purpose

1 - highest

1-4 Only

4

2

N/A
2

2

No Contribution (1)

The parcel is detached

Removal of part of the

The parcel is largely

The parcel does not

perceived

rural

contain any heritage

landscape with minimal

assets or contribute

Whitebushes areas of industrial uses

to the setting of any

the

Priority for

4B

No Contribution (1)

from

Overall
Parcel Score

Protects the historic
setting and character

Score
Notes

Purpose 5

settlement parcel would result in

as

at Nutfield and does

a reduction of the gap

not relate to any other

between

defined settlements.

and Nutfield, however

which

due

aerodrome adjacent to

to

intervening

topography this would

relate

to

the

1

7

historic features.

the parcel.

not be identifiable on
the ground.
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Parcel

Purpose 1

Purpose 2

Purpose 3

Purpose 4

Purpose 5

Check unrestricted
sprawl

Prevent merging of
neighbouring towns/
villages

Safeguard the
countryside

Preserve

Urban regeneration

1A

1B

1C

E

2A

2B

N/A

N/A

3A

No Contribution (1)

The norteastern boundary

There are no settlements

The

with Kings Cross Lane

or gaps to consider.

largely

3C

2

4A

parcel

No Contribution (1)
remains

with

of

Nutfield,

development

southern

periphery, adjacent to

however

the

some

scattered
to

the

relate to the aerodrome

network. Kings Mill Lane

rather than the existing

and Crab Hill Lane form

urban

The

a strong boundary to

boundary

the settlement of South

northeastern

and South Nutfield is

Purposes
Purpose

1 - highest

1-4 Only

1

7

4

2

The parcel does not

surrounding

assets or contribute

the to the setting of any

and western boundaries

boundary.

Protection

undeveloped contain any heritage

borders the settlement
South

No of

4B

Score
Notes

Priority for
5 - lowest

Protects the historic
setting and character

3B

2

Overall

Overall
Parcel Score

historic features.

road

Nutfield.

physically defined by the
road with some ad hoc
development
along

the

scattered
parcel

boundary.
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Parcel

F
Overall

Purpose 1

Purpose 2

Purpose 3

Purpose 4

Purpose 5

Check unrestricted
sprawl

Prevent merging of
neighbouring towns/
villages

Safeguard the
countryside

Preserve

Urban regeneration

1A

1B

N/A

N/A

1C

2A

2B

N/A

N/A

N/A

No Contribution (1)

3A

3B

3C

4A

2

No Contribution (1)

does

The

parcel

is

This

parcel

relate to any existing

not

settlements and therefore

between

does not contribute to

and

this purpose.

not contribute to this

and

purpose.

remaining undeveloped

views

land is largely arable

National Trail to the

fields.

east.

gap

predominantly

settlements undeveloped with uses

therefore

Purposes
Purpose

1 - highest

1-4 Only

does

relating

to

agricultural

residential.

The

not

contribute

1

6

5

1

does

This

a

Protection

4B

This parcel does not

provide

No of

N/A

No Contribution (1)
parcel

Priority for
5 - lowest

Protects the historic
setting and character

Score
Notes

Overall
Parcel Score

to

this purpose. Note:
Consideration should
be given to potential
from

the
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Parcel

G
Overall

Purpose 1

Purpose 2

Purpose 3

Purpose 4

Purpose 5

Check unrestricted
sprawl

Prevent merging of
neighbouring towns/
villages

Safeguard the
countryside

Preserve

Urban regeneration

1A

1B

N/A

N/A

1C

2A

2B

3A

3B

N/A

3C

4A

2

2

This parcel does not

Removal of the parcel

The

contains

The parcel does not

relate to any existing

would result in the gap

little built form and is

contain any heritage

settlements and therefore
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Whitebushes perceived as an open
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to the setting of any

this purpose.
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2

1
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Overall
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7
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gap.
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Parcel

H
Overall

Purpose 1

Purpose 2

Purpose 3

Purpose 4

Purpose 5

Check unrestricted
sprawl

Prevent merging of
neighbouring towns/
villages

Safeguard the
countryside

Preserve

Urban regeneration

1A

1B

1C

2A

2B

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

No Contribution (1)

3A

3B

3C

4A

This parcel does not

This

parcel

relate to any existing

not

settlements and therefore

between
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and
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to the setting of any
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purpose.
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Purpose
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6

5

1

6

5

1
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1

2
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No of

4B
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Notes
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N/A
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2
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1
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therefore
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the land is agricultural.
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Parcel

Purpose 1

Purpose 2

Check unrestricted
sprawl

1A
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development
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Parcel

Purpose 1

Purpose 2

Purpose 3

Purpose 4

Purpose 5

Check unrestricted
sprawl

Prevent merging of
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countryside
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Urban regeneration
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Parcel

L
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remaining undeveloped

views

land is largely arable
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Purpose
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5

1
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